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Analysing Economic Data
Building on the author's previous edition on the subject (Introduction to Linear
Algebra, Jones & Bartlett, 1996), this book offers a refreshingly concise text
suitable for a standard course in linear algebra, presenting a carefully selected
array of essential topics that can be thoroughly covered in a single semester.
Although the exposition generally falls in line with the material recommended by
the Linear Algebra Curriculum Study Group, it notably deviates in providing an
early emphasis on the geometric foundations of linear algebra. This gives students
a more intuitive understanding of the subject and enables an easier grasp of more
abstract concepts covered later in the course. The focus throughout is rooted in
the mathematical fundamentals, but the text also investigates a number of
interesting applications, including a section on computer graphics, a chapter on
numerical methods, and many exercises and examples using MATLAB. Meanwhile,
many visuals and problems (a complete solutions manual is available to
instructors) are included to enhance and reinforce understanding throughout the
book. Brief yet precise and rigorous, this work is an ideal choice for a one-semester
course in linear algebra targeted primarily at math or physics majors. It is a
valuable tool for any professor who teaches the subject.
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A Concise Introduction to Numerical Analysis
A Concise Introduction to Programming in Python, Second Edition provides a handson and accessible introduction to writing software in Python, with no prior
programming experience required. The Second Edition was thoroughly reorganized
and rewritten based on classroom experience to incorporate: A spiral approach,
starting with turtle graphics, and then revisiting concepts in greater depth using
numeric, textual, and image data Clear, concise explanations written for beginning
students, emphasizing core principles A variety of accessible examples, focusing
on key concepts Diagrams to help visualize new concepts New sections on
recursion and exception handling, as well as an earlier introduction of lists, based
on instructor feedback The text offers sections designed for approximately one
class period each, and proceeds gradually from procedural to object-oriented
design. Examples, exercises, and projects are included from diverse application
domains, including finance, biology, image processing, and textual analysis. It also
includes a brief "How-To" sections that introduce optional topics students may be
interested in exploring. The text is written to be read, making it a good fit in flipped
classrooms. Designed for either classroom use or self-study, all example programs
and solutions to odd-numbered exercises (except for projects) are available at:
http://www.central.edu/go/conciseintro/.
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A Concise Introduction to Measure Theory
This short book introduces the main ideas of statistical inference in a way that is
both user friendly and mathematically sound. Particular emphasis is placed on the
common foundation of many models used in practice. In addition, the book focuses
on the formulation of appropriate statistical models to study problems in business,
economics, and the social sciences, as well as on how to interpret the results from
statistical analyses. The book will be useful to students who are interested in
rigorous applications of statistics to problems in business, economics and the
social sciences, as well as students who have studied statistics in the past, but
need a more solid grounding in statistical techniques to further their careers. Jacco
Thijssen is professor of finance at the University of York, UK. He holds a PhD in
mathematical economics from Tilburg University, Netherlands. His main research
interests are in applications of optimal stopping theory, stochastic calculus, and
game theory to problems in economics and finance. Professor Thijssen has earned
several awards for his statistics teaching.

Adult Attachment
This little book is the outgrowth of a one semester course which I have taught for
each of the past four years at M. 1. T. Although this class used to be one of the
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standard courses taken by essentially every first year gradu ate student of
mathematics, in recent years (at least in those when I was the instructor), the
clientele has shifted from first year graduate students of mathematics to more
advanced graduate students in other disciplines. In fact, the majority of my
students have been from departments of engi neering (especially electrical
engineering) and most of the rest have been economists. Whether this state of
affairs is a reflection on my teaching, the increased importance of mathematical
analysis in other disciplines, the superior undergraduate preparation of students
coming to M. 1. T in mathematics, or simply the lack of enthusiasm that these
students have for analysis, I have preferred not to examine too closely. On the
other hand, the situation did force me to do a certain amount of thinking about
what constitutes an appropriate course for a group of non-mathematicians who are
courageous (foolish?) enough to sign up for an introduction to in tegration theory
offered by the department of mathematics. In particular, I had to figure out what to
do about that vast body of material which, in standard mathematics offerings, is
"assumed to have been covered in your advanced calculus course".

A Concise Introduction to Numerical Analysis
In this book, Professor Baker describes the rudiments of number theory in a
concise, simple and direct manner.
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Introduction to Analysis
Discover How Geometric Integrators Preserve the Main Qualitative Properties of
Continuous Dynamical Systems A Concise Introduction to Geometric Numerical
Integration presents the main themes, techniques, and applications of geometric
integrators for researchers in mathematics, physics, astronomy, and chemistry
who are already familiar with numerical tools for solving differential equations. It
also offers a bridge from traditional training in the numerical analysis of differential
equations to understanding recent, advanced research literature on numerical
geometric integration. The book first examines high-order classical integration
methods from the structure preservation point of view. It then illustrates how to
construct high-order integrators via the composition of basic low-order methods
and analyzes the idea of splitting. It next reviews symplectic integrators
constructed directly from the theory of generating functions as well as the
important category of variational integrators. The authors also explain the
relationship between the preservation of the geometric properties of a numerical
method and the observed favorable error propagation in long-time integration. The
book concludes with an analysis of the applicability of splitting and composition
methods to certain classes of partial differential equations, such as the
Schrödinger equation and other evolution equations. The motivation of geometric
numerical integration is not only to develop numerical methods with improved
qualitative behavior but also to provide more accurate long-time integration results
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than those obtained by general-purpose algorithms. Accessible to researchers and
post-graduate students from diverse backgrounds, this introductory book gets
readers up to speed on the ideas, methods, and applications of this field. Readers
can reproduce the figures and results given in the text using the MATLAB®
programs and model files available online.

A Concise Approach to Mathematical Analysis
AN INTRODUCTION TO MACHINE LEARNING THAT INCLUDES THE FUNDAMENTAL
TECHNIQUES, METHODS, AND APPLICATIONS Machine Learning: a Concise
Introduction offers a comprehensive introduction to the core concepts, approaches,
and applications of machine learning. The author—an expert in the field—presents
fundamental ideas, terminology, and techniques for solving applied problems in
classification, regression, clustering, density estimation, and dimension reduction.
The design principles behind the techniques are emphasized, including the biasvariance trade-off and its influence on the design of ensemble methods.
Understanding these principles leads to more flexible and successful applications.
Machine Learning: a Concise Introduction also includes methods for optimization,
risk estimation, and model selection— essential elements of most applied projects.
This important resource: Illustrates many classification methods with a single,
running example, highlighting similarities and differences between methods
Presents R source code which shows how to apply and interpret many of the
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techniques covered Includes many thoughtful exercises as an integral part of the
text, with an appendix of selected solutions Contains useful information for
effectively communicating with clients A volume in the popular Wiley Series in
Probability and Statistics, Machine Learning: a Concise Introduction offers the
practical information needed for an understanding of the methods and application
of machine learning. STEVEN W. KNOX holds a Ph.D. in Mathematics from the
University of Illinois and an M.S. in Statistics from Carnegie Mellon University. He
has over twenty years’ experience in using Machine Learning, Statistics, and
Mathematics to solve real-world problems. He currently serves as Technical
Director of Mathematics Research and Senior Advocate for Data Science at the
National Security Agency.

Introduction to Analysis
Accessible to all students with a sound background in high school mathematics, A
Concise Introduction to Pure Mathematics, Fourth Edition presents some of the
most fundamental and beautiful ideas in pure mathematics. It covers not only
standard material but also many interesting topics not usually encountered at this
level, such as the theory of solving cubic equations; Euler’s formula for the
numbers of corners, edges, and faces of a solid object and the five Platonic solids;
the use of prime numbers to encode and decode secret information; the theory of
how to compare the sizes of two infinite sets; and the rigorous theory of limits and
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continuous functions. New to the Fourth Edition Two new chapters that serve as an
introduction to abstract algebra via the theory of groups, covering abstract
reasoning as well as many examples and applications New material on inequalities,
counting methods, the inclusion-exclusion principle, and Euler’s phi function
Numerous new exercises, with solutions to the odd-numbered ones Through
careful explanations and examples, this popular textbook illustrates the power and
beauty of basic mathematical concepts in number theory, discrete mathematics,
analysis, and abstract algebra. Written in a rigorous yet accessible style, it
continues to provide a robust bridge between high school and higher-level
mathematics, enabling students to study more advanced courses in abstract
algebra and analysis.

A Concise Introduction to Pure Mathematics, Second Edition
This undergraduate textbook offers a self-contained and concise introduction to
measure theory and integration. The author takes an approach to integration
based on the notion of distribution. This approach relies on deeper properties of
the Riemann integral which may not be covered in standard undergraduate
courses. It has certain advantages, notably simplifying the extension to "fuzzy"
measures, which is one of the many topics covered in the book. This book will be
accessible to undergraduate students who have completed a first course in the
foundations of analysis. Containing numerous examples as well as fully solved
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exercises, it is exceptionally well suited for self-study or as a supplement to lecture
courses.

A Concise Introduction to Pure Mathematics
A student-friendly text, A Concise Introduction to Data Structures Using Java takes
a developmental approach, starting with simpler concepts first and then building
toward greater complexity. Important topics, such as linked lists, are introduced
gradually and revisited with increasing depth. More code and guidance are
provided at the beginning, allowing students time to adapt to Java while also
beginning to learn data structures. As students develop fluency in Java, less code is
provided and more algorithms are outlined in pseudocode. The text is designed to
support a second course in computer science with an emphasis on elementary
data structures. The clear, concise explanations encourage students to read and
engage with the material, while partial implementations of most data structures
give instructors the flexibility to develop some methods as examples and assign
others as exercises. The book also supplies an introductory chapter on Java basics
that allows students who are unfamiliar with Java to quickly get up to speed. The
book helps students become familiar with how to use, design, implement, and
analyze data structures, an important step on the path to becoming skilled
software developers.
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A Concise Introduction to the Theory of Integration
Suitable for newcomers to computer science, A Concise Introduction to
Programming in Python provides a succinct, yet complete, first course in computer
science using the Python programming language. The book features: Short,
modular chapters with brief and precise explanations, intended for one class period
Early introduction of basic procedural constructs such as functions, selection, and
repetition, allowing them to be used throughout the course Objects are introduced
in the middle of the course, and class design comes toward the end Examples,
exercises, and projects from a wide range of application domains, including
biology, physics, images, sound, mathematics, games, and textual analysis No
external libraries are required, simplifying the book’s use in common lab spaces
Each chapter introduces a main idea through a concrete example and a series of
exercises. Designed to teach programming in a concise, yet comprehensive way,
this book provides a timely introduction for students and anyone interested in
learning Python.

Mathematical Analysis
Provides a concise yet comprehensive introduction to XPS and AES techniques in
surface analysis This accessible second edition of the bestselling book, An
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Introduction to Surface Analysis by XPS and AES, 2nd Edition explores the basic
principles and applications of X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) and Auger
Electron Spectroscopy (AES) techniques. It starts with an examination of the basic
concepts of electron spectroscopy and electron spectrometer design, followed by a
qualitative and quantitative interpretation of the electron spectrum. Chapters
examine recent innovations in instrument design and key applications in
metallurgy, biomaterials, and electronics. Practical and concise, it includes
compositional depth profiling; multi-technique analysis; and everything about
samples—including their handling, preparation, stability, and more. Topics
discussed in more depth include peak fitting, energy loss background analysis,
multi-technique analysis, and multi-technique profiling. The book finishes with
chapters on applications of electron spectroscopy in materials science and the
comparison of XPS and AES with other analytical techniques. Extensively revised
and updated with new material on NAPXPS, twin anode monochromators, gas
cluster ion sources, valence band spectra, hydrogen detection, and quantification
Explores key spectroscopic techniques in surface analysis Provides descriptions of
latest instruments and techniques Includes a detailed glossary of key surface
analysis terms Features an extensive bibliography of key references and additional
reading Uses a non-theoretical style to appeal to industrial surface analysis sectors
An Introduction to Surface Analysis by XPS and AES, 2nd Edition is an excellent
introductory text for undergraduates, first-year postgraduates, and industrial users
of XPS and AES.
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A Concise Introduction to Statistical Inference
Image recognition has become an increasingly dynamic field with new and
emerging civil and military applications in security, exploration, and robotics.
Written by experts in fractal-based image and video compression, A Concise
Introduction to Image Processing using C++ strengthens your knowledge of
fundamentals principles in image acquisition, con

Concise Introduction to Linear Algebra
Introduction to Analysis is an ideal text for a one semester course on analysis. The
book covers standard material on the real numbers, sequences, continuity,
differentiation, and series, and includes an introduction to proof. The author has
endeavored to write this book entirely from the student’s perspective: there is
enough rigor to challenge even the best students in the class, but also enough
explanation and detail to meet the needs of a struggling student. From the Author
to the student: "I vividly recall sitting in an Analysis class and asking myself, ‘What
is all of this for?’ or ‘I don’t have any idea what’s going on.’ This book is designed
to help the student who finds themselves asking the same sorts of questions, but
will also challenge the brightest students." Chapter 1 is a basic introduction to logic
and proofs. Informal summaries of the idea of proof provided before each result,
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and before a solution to a practice problem. Every chapter begins with a short
summary, followed by a brief abstract of each section. Each section ends with a
concise and referenced summary of the material which is designed to give the
student a "big picture" idea of each section. There is a brief and non-technical
summary of the goals of a proof or solution for each of the results and practice
problems in this book, which are clearly marked as "Idea of proof," or as
"Methodology", followed by a clearly marked formal proof or solution. Many
references to previous definitions and results. A "Troubleshooting Guide" appears
at the end of each chapter that answers common questions.

A Concise Introduction to the Theory of Numbers
Accessible to all students with a sound background in high school mathematics, A
Concise Introduction to Pure Mathematics, Third Edition presents some of the most
fundamental and beautiful ideas in pure mathematics. It covers not only standard
material but also many interesting topics not usually encountered at this level,
such as the theory of solving cubic equations, the use of Euler’s formula to study
the five Platonic solids, the use of prime numbers to encode and decode secret
information, and the theory of how to compare the sizes of two infinite sets. New to
the Third Edition The third edition of this popular text contains three new chapters
that provide an introduction to mathematical analysis. These new chapters
introduce the ideas of limits of sequences and continuous functions as well as
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several interesting applications, such as the use of the intermediate value theorem
to prove the existence of nth roots. This edition also includes solutions to all of the
odd-numbered exercises. By carefully explaining various topics in analysis,
geometry, number theory, and combinatorics, this textbook illustrates the power
and beauty of basic mathematical concepts. Written in a rigorous yet accessible
style, it continues to provide a robust bridge between high school and higher level
mathematics, enabling students to study further courses in abstract algebra and
analysis.

A Concise Introduction to Programming in Python
An introductory course on Software Engineering remains one of the hardest
subjects to teach largely because of the wide range of topics the area enc- passes.
I have believed for some time that we often tend to teach too many concepts and
topics in an introductory course resulting in shallow knowledge and little insight on
application of these concepts. And Software Engineering is ?nally about application
of concepts to e?ciently engineer good software solutions. Goals I believe that an
introductory course on Software Engineering should focus on imparting to students
the knowledge and skills that are needed to successfully execute a commercial
project of a few person-months e?ort while employing proper practices and
techniques. It is worth pointing out that a vast majority of the projects executed in
the industry today fall in this scope—executed by a small team over a few months.
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I also believe that by carefully selecting the concepts and topics, we can, in the
course of a semester, achieve this. This is the motivation of this book. The goal of
this book is to introduce to the students a limited number of concepts and
practices which will achieve the following two objectives: – Teach the student the
skills needed to execute a smallish commercial project.

A Concise Introduction to Analysis
A Concise Introduction to Linear Algebra
This is a rigorous introduction to the theory of complex functions of one complex
variable. The authors have made an effort to present some of the deeper and more
interesting results, for example, Picard's theorems, Riemann mapping theorem,
Runge's theorem in the first few chapters. However, the very basic theory is
nevertheless given a thorough treatment so that readers should never feel lost.
After the first five chapters, the order may be adapted to suit the course. Each
chapter finishes with exercises.

A Concise Introduction to Machine Learning
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Concise Introduction to Linear Algebra deals with the subject of linear algebra,
covering vectors and linear systems, vector spaces, orthogonality, determinants,
eigenvalues and eigenvectors, singular value decomposition. It adopts an efficient
approach to lead students from vectors, matrices quickly into more advanced
topics including, LU decomposition, orthogonal decomposition, Least squares
solutions, Gram-Schmidt process, eigenvalues and eigenvectors, diagonalizability,
spectral decomposition, positive definite matrix, quadratic forms, singular value
decompositions and principal component analysis. This book is designed for
onesemester teaching to undergraduate students.

Machine Learning
This book provides a concise introduction to the mathematical foundations of time
series analysis, with an emphasis on mathematical clarity. The text is reduced to
the essential logical core, mostly using the symbolic language of mathematics,
thus enabling readers to very quickly grasp the essential reasoning behind time
series analysis. It appeals to anybody wanting to understand time series in a
precise, mathematical manner. It is suitable for graduate courses in time series
analysis but is equally useful as a reference work for students and researchers
alike.
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A Concise Guide to Market Research
A uniquely accessible book for general measure and integration, emphasizing the
real line, Euclidean space, and the underlying role of translation in real analysis
Measure and Integration: A Concise Introduction to Real Analysis presents the
basic concepts and methods that are important for successfully reading and
understanding proofs. Blending coverage of both fundamental and specialized
topics, this book serves as a practical and thorough introduction to measure and
integration, while also facilitating a basic understanding of real analysis. The
author develops the theory of measure and integration on abstract measure
spaces with an emphasis of the real line and Euclidean space. Additional topical
coverage includes: Measure spaces, outer measures, and extension theorems
Lebesgue measure on the line and in Euclidean space Measurable functions,
Egoroff's theorem, and Lusin's theorem Convergence theorems for integrals
Product measures and Fubini's theorem Differentiation theorems for functions of
real variables Decomposition theorems for signed measures Absolute continuity
and the Radon-Nikodym theorem Lp spaces, continuous-function spaces, and
duality theorems Translation-invariant subspaces of L2 and applications The book's
presentation lays the foundation for further study of functional analysis, harmonic
analysis, and probability, and its treatment of real analysis highlights the
fundamental role of translations. Each theorem is accompanied by opportunities to
employ the concept, as numerous exercises explore applications including
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convolutions, Fourier transforms, and differentiation across the integral sign.
Providing an efficient and readable treatment of this classical subject, Measure and
Integration: A Concise Introduction to Real Analysis is a useful book for courses in
real analysis at the graduate level. It is also a valuable reference for practitioners
in the mathematical sciences.

A Concise Introduction to Data Structures using Java
Mathematical logic developed into a broad discipline with many applications in
mathematics, informatics, linguistics and philosophy. This text introduces the
fundamentals of this field, and this new edition has been thoroughly expanded and
revised.

A Concise Introduction to Programming in Python
Adult Attachment: A Concise Introduction to Theory and Research is an easy-toread and highly accessible reference on attachment that deals with many of the
key concepts and topics studied within attachment theory. This book is comprised
of a series of chapters framed by common questions that are typically asked by
novices entering the field of attachment. The content of each chapter focuses on
answering this overarching question. Topics on the development of attachment are
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covered from different levels of analysis, including species, individual, and
relationship levels, working models of attachment, attachment functions and
hierarchies, attachment stability and change over time and across situations,
relationship contexts, the cognitive underpinnings of attachment and its activation
of enhancement via priming, the interplay between the attachment behavioral
system and other behavioral systems, the effects of context on attachment, the
contribution of physiology/neurology and genetics to attachment, the
associations/differences between attachment and temperament, the
conceptualization and measurement of attachment, and the association between
attachment and psychopathology/therapy. Uses a question-and-answer format to
address the most important topics within attachment theory Presents information
in a simple, easy-to-understand way to ensure accessibility for novices in the field
of attachment Covers the main concepts and issues that relate to attachment
theory, thus ensuring readers develop a strong foundation in attachment theory
that they can then apply to the study of relationships Addresses future directions
in the field of attachment theory Concisely covers material, ensuring scholars and
professionals can quickly get up-to-speed with the most recent research

An Introduction to Surface Analysis by XPS and AES
The emphasis of the book is on the question of Why – only if why an algorithm is
successful is understood, can it be properly applied, and the results trusted.
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Algorithms are often taught side by side without showing the similarities and
differences between them. This book addresses the commonalities, and aims to
give a thorough and in-depth treatment and develop intuition, while remaining
concise. This useful reference should be an essential on the bookshelves of anyone
employing machine learning techniques. The author's webpage for the book can be
accessed here.

A Concise Introduction To Calculus
This text introduces to undergraduates the more abstract concepts of advanced
calculus, smoothing the transition from standard calculus to the more rigorous
approach of proof writing and a deeper understanding of mathematical analysis.
The first part deals with the basic foundation of analysis on the real line; the
second part studies more abstract notions in mathematical analysis. Each topic
contains a brief introduction and detailed examples.

Measure and Integration
The student of calculus is entitled to ask what calculus is and what it can be used
for. This short book provides an answer.The author starts by demonstrating that
calculus provides a mathematical tool for the quantitative analysis of a wide range
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of dynamical phenomena and systems with variable quantities.He then looks at the
origins and intuitive sources of calculus, its fundamental methodology, and its
general framework and basic structure, before examining a few typical
applications.The author's style is direct and pedagogical. The new student should
find that the book provides a clear and strong grounding in this important
technique.

Complex Analysis
This book provides an introduction to the basic ideas and tools used in
mathematical analysis. It is a hybrid cross between an advanced calculus and a
more advanced analysis text and covers topics in both real and complex variables.
Considerable space is given to developing Riemann integration theory in higher
dimensions, including a rigorous treatment of Fubini's theorem, polar coordinates
and the divergence theorem. These are used in the final chapter to derive
Cauchy's formula, which is then applied to prove some of the basic properties of
analytic functions. Among the unusual features of this book is the treatment of
analytic function theory as an application of ideas and results in real analysis. For
instance, Cauchy's integral formula for analytic functions is derived as an
application of the divergence theorem. The last section of each chapter is devoted
to exercises that should be viewed as an integral part of the text. A Concise
Introduction to Analysis should appeal to upper level undergraduate mathematics
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students, graduate students in fields where mathematics is used, as well as to
those wishing to supplement their mathematical education on their own. Wherever
possible, an attempt has been made to give interesting examples that
demonstrate how the ideas are used and why it is important to have a rigorous
grasp of them.

Concise Introduction to Basic Real Analysis
This textbook provides an accessible and concise introduction to numerical
analysis for upper undergraduate and beginning graduate students from various
backgrounds. It was developed from the lecture notes of four successful courses on
numerical analysis taught within the MPhil of Scientific Computing at the University
of Cambridge. The book is easily accessible, even to those with limited knowledge
of mathematics. Students will get a concise, but thorough introduction to
numerical analysis. In addition the algorithmic principles are emphasized to
encourage a deeper understanding of why an algorithm is suitable, and sometimes
unsuitable, for a particular problem. A Concise Introduction to Numerical Analysis
strikes a balance between being mathematically comprehensive, but not
overwhelming with mathematical detail. In some places where further detail was
felt to be out of scope of the book, the reader is referred to further reading. The
book uses MATLAB® implementations to demonstrate the workings of the method
and thus MATLAB's own implementations are avoided, unless they are used as
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building blocks of an algorithm. In some cases the listings are printed in the book,
but all are available online on the book’s page at www.crcpress.com. Most
implementations are in the form of functions returning the outcome of the
algorithm. Also, examples for the use of the functions are given. Exercises are
included in line with the text where appropriate, and each chapter ends with a
selection of revision exercises. Solutions to odd-numbered exercises are also
provided on the book’s page at www.crcpress.com. This textbook is also an ideal
resource for graduate students coming from other subjects who will use numerical
techniques extensively in their graduate studies.

A Concise Introduction to Software Engineering
This textbook provides an accessible and concise introduction to numerical
analysis for upper undergraduate and beginning graduate students from various
backgrounds. It was developed from the lecture notes of four successful courses on
numerical analysis taught within the MPhil of Scientific Computing at the University
of Cambridge. The book is easily accessible, even to those with limited knowledge
of mathematics. Students will get a concise, but thorough introduction to
numerical analysis. In addition the algorithmic principles are emphasized to
encourage a deeper understanding of why an algorithm is suitable, and sometimes
unsuitable, for a particular problem. A Concise Introduction to Numerical Analysis
strikes a balance between being mathematically comprehensive, but not
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overwhelming with mathematical detail. In some places where further detail was
felt to be out of scope of the book, the reader is referred to further reading. The
book uses MATLAB® implementations to demonstrate the workings of the method
and thus MATLAB's own implementations are avoided, unless they are used as
building blocks of an algorithm. In some cases the listings are printed in the book,
but all are available online on the book’s page at www.crcpress.com. Most
implementations are in the form of functions returning the outcome of the
algorithm. Also, examples for the use of the functions are given. Exercises are
included in line with the text where appropriate, and each chapter ends with a
selection of revision exercises. Solutions to odd-numbered exercises are also
provided on the book’s page at www.crcpress.com. This textbook is also an ideal
resource for graduate students coming from other subjects who will use numerical
techniques extensively in their graduate studies.

A Concise Introduction to Geometric Numerical Integration
Written for junior and senior undergraduates, this remarkably clear and accessible
treatment covers set theory, the real number system, metric spaces, continuous
functions, Riemann integration, multiple integrals, and more. 1968 edition.

A Concise Introduction to Pure Mathematics, Third Edition
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Computational Economics: A concise introduction is a comprehensive textbook
designed to help students move from the traditional and comparative static
analysis of economic models, to a modern and dynamic computational study. The
ability to equate an economic problem, to formulate it into a mathematical model
and to solve it computationally is becoming a crucial and distinctive competence
for most economists. This vital textbook is organized around static and dynamic
models, covering both macro and microeconomic topics, exploring the numerical
techniques required to solve those models. A key aim of the book is to enable
students to develop the ability to modify the models themselves so that, using the
MATLAB/Octave codes provided on the book and on the website, students can
demonstrate a complete understanding of computational methods. This textbook is
innovative, easy to read and highly focused, providing students of economics with
the skills needed to understand the essentials of using numerical methods to solve
economic problems. It also provides more technical readers with an easy way to
cope with economics through modelling and simulation. Later in the book, more
elaborate economic models and advanced numerical methods are introduced
which will prove valuable to those in more advanced study. This book is ideal for all
students of economics, mathematics, computer science and engineering taking
classes on Computational or Numerical Economics.

A Concise Introduction to Image Processing using C++
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Covers the key issues required for students wishing to understand and analyse the
core empirical issues in economics. It focuses on descriptive statistics, probability
concepts and basic econometric techniques and has an accompanying website that
contains all the data used in the examples and provides exercises for undertaking
original research.

Computational Economics
This book provides an introduction to basic topics in Real Analysis and makes the
subject easily understandable to all learners. The book is useful for those that are
involved with Real Analysis in disciplines such as mathematics, engineering,
technology, and other physical sciences. It provides a good balance while dealing
with the basic and essential topics that enable the reader to learn the more
advanced topics easily. It includes many examples and end of chapter exercises
including hints for solutions in several critical cases. The book is ideal for students,
instructors, as well as those doing research in areas requiring a basic knowledge of
Real Analysis. Those more advanced in the field will also find the book useful to
refresh their knowledge of the topic. Features Includes basic and essential topics of
real analysis Adopts a reasonable approach to make the subject easier to learn
Contains many solved examples and exercise at the end of each chapter Presents
a quick review of the fundamentals of set theory Covers the real number system
Discusses the basic concepts of metric spaces and complete metric spaces
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A Concise Introduction to Mathematical Logic
A Concise Introduction to Pure Mathematics, Second Edition provides a robust
bridge between high school and university mathematics, expanding upon basic
topics in ways that will interest first-year students in mathematics and related
fields and stimulate further study. Divided into 22 short chapters, this textbook
offers a selection of exercises ranging from routine calculations to quite
challenging problems. The author discusses real and complex numbers and
explains how these concepts are applied in solving natural problems. He introduces
topics in analysis, geometry, number theory, and combinatorics. What's New in the
Second Edition: Contains extra material concerning prime numbers, forming the
basis for data encryption Explores "Secret Codes" - one of today's most spectacular
applications of pure mathematics Discusses Permutations and their importance in
many topics in discrete mathematics The textbook allows for the design of courses
with various points of emphasis, because it can be divided into four fairly
independent sections related to: an introduction to number systems and analysis;
theory of the integers; an introduction to discrete mathematics; and functions,
relations, and countability.

A Concise Introduction to Logic
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This accessible, practice-oriented and compact text provides a hands-on
introduction to market research. Using the market research process as a
framework, it explains how to collect and describe data and presents the most
important and frequently used quantitative analysis techniques, such as ANOVA,
regression analysis, factor analysis and cluster analysis. The book describes the
theoretical choices a market researcher has to make with regard to each
technique, discusses how these are converted into actions in IBM SPSS version 22
and how to interpret the output. Each chapter concludes with a case study that
illustrates the process using real-world data. A comprehensive Web appendix
includes additional analysis techniques, datasets, video files and case studies. Tags
in the text allow readers to quickly access Web content with their mobile device.
The new edition features: Stronger emphasis on the gathering and analysis of
secondary data (e.g., internet and social networking data) New material on data
description (e.g., outlier detection and missing value analysis) Improved use of
educational elements such as learning objectives, keywords, self-assessment tests,
case studies, and much more Streamlined and simplified coverage of the data
analysis techniques with more rules-of-thumb Uses IBM SPSS version 22

Mathematical Foundations of Time Series Analysis
Designed for a one-semester advanced undergraduate or graduate course,
Statistical Theory: A Concise Introduction clearly explains the underlying ideas and
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principles of major statistical concepts, including parameter estimation, confidence
intervals, hypothesis testing, asymptotic analysis, Bayesian inference, and
elements of decision theory. It i

Concise Introduction to Tonal Harmony
Tens of thousands of students have learned to be more discerning at constructing
and evaluating arguments with the help of Patrick J. Hurley. Hurley’s lucid, friendly,
yet thorough presentation has made A CONCISE INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC the
most widely used logic text in North America. In addition, the book’s accompanying
technological resources, such as CengageNOW and Learning Logic, include
interactive exercises as well as video and audio clips to reinforce what you read in
the book and hear in class. In short, you’ll have all the assistance you need to
become a more logical thinker and communicator. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Theory of Spatial Statistics
Mathematical analysis serves as a common foundation for many research areas of
pure and applied mathematics. It is also an important and powerful tool used in
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many other fields of science, including physics, chemistry, biology, engineering,
finance, and economics. In this book, some basic theories of analysis are
presented, including metric spaces and their properties, limit of sequences,
continuous function, differentiation, Riemann integral, uniform convergence, and
series. After going through a sequence of courses on basic calculus and linear
algebra, it is desirable for one to spend a reasonable length of time (ideally, say,
one semester) to build an advanced base of analysis sufficient for getting into
various research fields other than analysis itself, and/or stepping into more
advanced levels of analysis courses (such as real analysis, complex analysis,
differential equations, functional analysis, stochastic analysis, amongst others).
This book is written to meet such a demand. Readers will find the treatment of the
material is as concise as possible, but still maintaining all the necessary details.

Mathematical Analysis
A self-contained introduction to the fundamentals of mathematical analysis
Mathematical Analysis: A Concise Introduction presents the foundations of analysis
and illustrates its role in mathematics. By focusing on the essentials, reinforcing
learning through exercises, and featuring a unique "learn by doing" approach, the
book develops the reader's proof writing skills and establishes fundamental
comprehension of analysis that is essential for further exploration of pure and
applied mathematics. This book is directly applicable to areas such as differential
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equations, probability theory, numerical analysis, differential geometry, and
functional analysis. Mathematical Analysis is composed of three parts: ?Part One
presents the analysis of functions of one variable, including sequences, continuity,
differentiation, Riemann integration, series, and the Lebesgue integral. A detailed
explanation of proof writing is provided with specific attention devoted to standard
proof techniques. To facilitate an efficient transition to more abstract settings, the
results for single variable functions are proved using methods that translate to
metric spaces. ?Part Two explores the more abstract counterparts of the concepts
outlined earlier in the text. The reader is introduced to the fundamental spaces of
analysis, including Lp spaces, and the book successfully details how appropriate
definitions of integration, continuity, and differentiation lead to a powerful and
widely applicable foundation for further study of applied mathematics. The
interrelation between measure theory, topology, and differentiation is then
examined in the proof of the Multidimensional Substitution Formula. Further areas
of coverage in this section include manifolds, Stokes' Theorem, Hilbert spaces, the
convergence of Fourier series, and Riesz' Representation Theorem. ?Part Three
provides an overview of the motivations for analysis as well as its applications in
various subjects. A special focus on ordinary and partial differential equations
presents some theoretical and practical challenges that exist in these areas.
Topical coverage includes Navier-Stokes equations and the finite element method.
Mathematical Analysis: A Concise Introduction includes an extensive index and
over 900 exercises ranging in level of difficulty, from conceptual questions and
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adaptations of proofs to proofs with and without hints. These opportunities for
reinforcement, along with the overall concise and well-organized treatment of
analysis, make this book essential for readers in upper-undergraduate or beginning
graduate mathematics courses who would like to build a solid foundation in
analysis for further work in all analysis-based branches of mathematics.

Statistical Theory
Theory of Spatial Statistics: A Concise Introduction presents the most important
models used in spatial statistics, including random fields and point processes, from
a rigorous mathematical point of view and shows how to carry out statistical
inference. It contains full proofs, real-life examples and theoretical exercises.
Solutions to the latter are available in an appendix. Assuming maturity in
probability and statistics, these concise lecture notes are self-contained and cover
enough material for a semester course. They may also serve as a reference book
for researchers. Features * Presents the mathematical foundations of spatial
statistics. * Contains worked examples from mining, disease mapping, forestry, soil
and environmental science, and criminology. * Gives pointers to the literature to
facilitate further study. * Provides example code in R to encourage the student to
experiment. * Offers exercises and their solutions to test and deepen
understanding. The book is suitable for postgraduate and advanced undergraduate
students in mathematics and statistics.
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